CENTRE COUNTY VOTERS FLOCK TO THE POLLS IN WHAT COULD TURN OUT TO BE RECORD NUMBERS.

AT THE CORNER OF KELLER AND EAST PROSPECT AVENUE STATE COLLEGE FRIENDS QUAKER MEETING HOUSE LINE

WAIT WAS ABOUT TWO HOURS.

JUSTIN BRAZ A FIFTH DISTRICT CAMPAIGN MANAGER FOR MARK MCCRACKEN TELLS US HOW BUSY THIS POLL HAS BEEN.

OUTCUE: “...IN STATE COLLEGE”
“Turnouts great. The lines are long everywhere, the hub is packed. This is one of the largest lines I've seen in State College.”

TAKE VO

***VO/NATS FULL***

(LS: Election line )

ALL POLLS OPENED AT 7 THIS MORNING. RACHEL GROSS, A SENIOR

(Shot of Rachel Gross studying public relations at Penn State, telling us how the rush started early this morning.

TAKE SOT

RUNS: 11 SEC

CG: lower third/PENN STATE

SENIOR RACHEL GROSS/PUBLIC RELATIONS MAJOR

OUTCUE:”…AN HOUR LONG”

“I woke up this morning at 7 o clock because I thought the lines would be shorter in the morning because college students wouldn’t wanna wake up but the line was still about an hour long.

THE VOTER TURNOUT AT OAKWOOD PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH ON WADDLE ROAD WAS NO DIFFERENT.

TAKE STAND-UP

***STAND-UP***

RUNS: 12 SEC
“Today is election day November 4th. It’s around 2 pm. Polls do close at 8 pm. As you can see right here, the voter turnout as they said earlier, is the largest in history at State College.”

THIS LOCATION ALONE PROJECTED OVER THREE THOUSAND VOTERS.

REPUBLICAN TOM MARTIN SAYS THIS WAS THE LARGEST VOTER TURNOUT HE’S SEEN IN DECADES AND WHY HE BELIEVES SO MANY PEOPLE CAME OUT TO VOTE TODAY.

“That’s the issue. It’s the economy. It’s the spending.”

SIXTY SEVENTH DISTRICT JUDGE OF ELECTIONS JIM BOWMAN TOLD US HE WISHES EVERY ELECTION HAD A TURNOUT LIKE THIS YEAR.
TAKE SOT

RUNS: 16 SEC

CG/lower third/DISTRICT JUDGE

JIM BOWMAN/ SIXTY SEVENTH

DISTRICT JUDGE OF ELECTIONS

OUTCUE: “…THEY CAME OUT”

“I think today, if we had today, every election like we had election today this country would be a whole lot better. Everybody would have a say, nobody would have a reason to complain, and I think whatever it took to turn them on I’m glad they came out.”

(Various shots of election signs) AND THE VOTERS REALLY DID TURN OUT. IN STATE COLLEGE ALONE THE OVERALL PERCENTAGE WAS SIXTY NINE PERCENT. THIS IS THE FIRST TIME IN FORTY YEARS THE TURNOUT WAS ABOVE SIXTY PERCENT.

_______________________________________

{***SIG OUT***}

FOR THE CENTRE COUNTY REPORT, I’M SHANE GUZOWSKI.